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Inter-Dimensional Science (I.D.) – Independent
of ideology and good intentions, there is also a science that offers a step by step process to
retune any world. Inter-dimensional energy field science allows us to navigate our way
through the Matrix of Creation in ways that allow us to relax and enjoy it all. Based on
Universal Laws and the principles of the Higher Light Science, we can use this science to
unify our planet and create permanent peace independent of our religious focus. Life is easier
when we have understood that we are systems of energy, and have then learnt how to be a
well tuned system with everything wired perfectly so that there is no effort to existence. Interdimensional Energy Field Science also explains how harmonics work, how to feel and be part
of more nourishing rhythms and how to alter the course of our own evolution. While the
ancient yogis talk of the benefits of enjoying each moment, being able to relax and enjoy life
is easier when we are plugged in via our Codes of Alignment to good systems of support
which happens from inter-dimensional finetuning.
To Read:- For more on this science read – Relax Enjoy Science of ID; plus Interdimensional
Energy Field Science & Biofields – PDF – these are excerpts from Jasmuheen’s Bioflieds
Technology.
To Watch:






Videos – Interdimensional Energy Field Science – Part 1; Part 2; Part 3; Part 4; Part
5 plus
Future Worlds Future Humans – “The greatest good you can do for another is not just
to share your riches, but to reveal to him his own.” Benjamin Disraeli, British
Statesman and Author
Universal Laws – Part 1; Part 2; Part 3 & Part 4.
Jasmuheen on the Higher Light Science 03:40 min. Jasmuheen on the Higher Light
Science and expanding consciousness and brain waves
Also here is a poetic audio by Jasmuheen on Cosmic Rhythms

To Do:


Meditations to rewire and re-energize our systems as per the below, especially those
of the higher light science.
Listen to our videos and audios on programming and apply the Liquid Universe
Advanced Bioshield Programming codes. As all life is an energy pattern, and all is
interconnected, and all has come into being by the Law of Love and the Law of One,
then as an intelligent species we can apply what we call Baseline Programs to drive
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our evolutionary path into specific directions. e.g. permanent peace and the paradise
state of a more refined dimension.
Alternatively, apply Peace Path 8 – Success Codes. Path 8 provides detailed
programming codes and pragmatic insights into creating a peace filled, fulfilling life,
via working with the universal law of resonance with its natural processes of magnetic
attraction. For more on this path…
You may also find it beneficial to apply the poems, insights and pragmatics of Peace
Paths 5 and 6.
o Peace Path 5 – Dimensions & Choices:- This path is about understanding what
is available to us to claim, by understanding the various dimensions that are
accessible in the matrix. For more on this path …
o Peace Path 6 Doorways & Gatekeepers:- Path 6 introduces the idea of
gatekeepers, people who are here to serve by allowing specific radiations to be
channelled through them so that others can find the right doorways of entry to
know lasting peace. For more on this path …

Hook-Ins, Blendings & Mergings:- So much has been understood and shared by us all … for
example, we know now that whatever we ask of the U.F.I. – the Universal Field of infinite
Intelligence – that is beneficial for our evolution, will be given in the right time. The below
insights will allow us to hook-in, get connected and blend into particular energy streams.










This means then that we can ask and receive the keys of knowledge from the U.F.I.
regarding how to enhance life in a way that serves us all.
We can also ask to understand and experience what true perfection is in this world.
We can also ask to experience the flow of unconditional love and the energy of wisely
loving compassion and that these experiences unfold within us with joy, ease and
grace.
We can also intend to be tuned in such a way within the matrix of creation, that the
deepest rhythms of our soul floods through us in the most supportive way, to
intermingle with all that we are, to fine-tune us to the most nourishing harmonic
waves so that all of our hungers disappear and we know deep and lasting peace.
And we can also ask to experience true harmony in a Triple Win style so that we have
no conflict in our lives or in this world on any level. This means the Win, Win, Win
game – for you, your community and the greater field.
All of this we can ask of the U.F.I., and then experience, as a result of our pure
hearted intention and commitment if we are sincere about this.
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